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We CBG INDUSTRIES are very pleasure to have a change to introduce our
company. We are established in 2020 and we are new company in BOPP and
Protective film. We are a dependable Manufacture and Trader in the market for
providing BOPP Tapes, Packaging Tapes, Adhesive Tapes, Printed Tapes, RCC
Tape and Surface Protection Film and many more. Although our history is short, we
have employed a highly experience team who is working during long time in BOPP and
protective film industries. So we are sure to say that our item’s quality is very good. Our
team of quality personnel supervises the entire manufacturing procedures and
simultaneously conducts various tests in order to ascertain that our products possess
enduring strength and durability, providing unimpeded performance throughout their
operations.
Our main market is Handicraft, Food Products and Industrial Machinery
Manufacturers and Courier Service Providers and Sticker market also our item is
already accepted from Local and Domestic customers. Under the brand name CBG
INDUSTRIES we have earned a reputed position across the market on the basis of our
client centric approach, quality products, prompt deliveries, pocket friendly prices and
flexible payment options. We are well equipped with world class infrastructure and other
requisite facilities, which enable us to display outstanding production capacity. In
addition to these proper testing arrangements are set up in the quality checking unit. To
obtain maximum benefits from these world class facilities. We are efficiently meeting the
bulk orders of client on time. Our aim is not only to meet the production dead line, but
also maintaining a superior quality standard in the products.
Incorporated in the year 2020, CBG INDUSTRIES was started by Mr.
Mukesh Kumar (MD), with a vision to be the leader in the category and today we
hold the place of pride in the industry. His firm commitment is to provide a product
line which is quality acclaimed and cost effective.
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ORGANIZATION
BOPP Tapes

Packaging Tapes

Adhesive Tapes

Transparent BOPP Tape

Transparent Adhesive Tape

Brown Cello Tape

Brown BOPP Tape

Brown Packaging Tape

Transparent Cello Tape

Milky White BOPP Tape

Self Adhesive Tape

White Cello Tape

Coloured BOPP Tape

Industrial Cello Tape

Printed Tapes

Surface Protection Film

Amazon Printed Tape

PE FILM

Snapdeal Printed Tape

EVA FILM

Flipkart Printed Fragile Tape

PET FILM

Amazon Prime Printed Tape

RCC Tape

Custom Printed Tape

CBG Super Ultra RCC Tape

Brown Tape

Transparent Tape

Printed Tape

Colour Tape

Surface Protection Tapes
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BOPP Adhesive Tapes Availability
SIZE (INCHES)

0.5

1

1.5

2

3

PIECES PER BOX

288

144

96

72

48

Specifications of BOPP Adhesive Tapes
Material - BOPP | Brand - CBG Tapes, Wonder 555
Thickness - 36 mic to 54 mic | Adhesive - Acrylic Adhesive
Colours - Transparent, Brown, Red, Yellow, Blue, Orange, Green,
Milky White and Black | Pattern - Plain and Printed

Effective ways to use BOPP Adhesive Tapes

Avoid laminated
muddy
or wet boxes

Press the tape
firmly to
stick it in place

Stick tape in an
"I" shape for
absolute firmness

Use a tape
dispenser for a
batter application

Store tape in a
cool place as
heat reduces its
gumming capacity

Ensure the tape's
width matched the
size of the box

Don't under
fill the box

Don't over
fill the box

Stick an extra
2.50, 3 inches
of tape on the sides

Choose the right
micron of tape
based on the
carton's thickness
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